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LEONHARD EUlJLER. 

}3Y Th. F. FINEL(r. 

4EONHARD EULER (oi'ler), one of the greatest and most prolific mathe- 
maticialns that the world has produced, was born at Basel, Switzerland, 
on the 15th day of April, 1707, and died at St. Petersburg, Russia, 
Novelnber the 18th (N. S.), 1783. Euler received his prelinminary in- 

struction in mathematics from his father who had considerable attainments as a 
nathematician, and who was a Calvinistic* pastor of the village of Riechen, 
which is not far from Basel. He was then sent to the University of Basel where 
he studied mathemnatics under the direction of John Bernoulli, wvith *whose two sons, 
Daniel and Nicholas, he formed a life-long friendship. Geometry soon became 
his favorite study. His genius for analytical science sooII gained for him a high 
place in the esteem of his instructor, John Bernoulli, who was at the time one of 
the first mathematicians of Europe. Having taken his degree as Master of Arts 

*The Encyclopedia Brittanica says Euler's father was a Calvinistic minister, while W. W. R. Ball, In 
his History of Mathematics, says he was a Lutheran minister. Euler himself was a Calvinist in doctrine, 
as the following, which is his apology for prayer, indicates: "I remark, first, that when.God establish- 
ed the course of the universe, and arranged all the events which must come to pass in it, he paid atten- 
tion to all the circumstances which should accompany each event; and particularly to the dispositions, 
to the desires, and prayers of every intelligent being; and that the arrangement of all events was dis- 
posed in perfect harmony with all these circumstances. When, therefore, a man addresses God a 
prayer wvorthy of being heard it must not be Imagined that such a prayer came not to the knowledge of 
God till the moment it was formed. That prayer was already heard from all all eternity; and if the Fath- 
er of Mercies deemed it worthy of being answered, he arranged the world expressly in favor of that 
prayer, so that the accomplishment should be a consequence of the natural course of events. It is thus 
that God answers the prayers of men without working a miracle." 
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in 1723, Euler afterwards applied himself, at his father's desire, to the study of 
theology and the Oriental languages, with the view of entering the ministry, but, 
with his father's consent, he returned to his favorite pursuit, the study of math- 
ematics. At the same time, by the advice of the younger Bernouillis, who had 
removed to St. Petersburg in. 1725, he applied himself to the study of physiol- 
ogy, to which he made useful applications of his mathematical knowledge; he 
also attended the lectures of the mnost eminent professors of Basel. While he 
was eagerly engaged in physiological researches, he composed a dissertation on 
the nature anid propagation of sound. In his nineteenth year he also composed 
a dissertationi in answer to a prize-question conacerning the masting of ships, for 
which he received the second prize fromii the French Academy of Sciences. 

Whenl his two close friends, Daniel and Nicholas Bernoulli, went to Rus- 
sia, they induced Catherine I, in 1727, to invite Euler to St. Petersburg, where 
Daniel, in 1733, was assigned to the chair of mathematics. Euler took up his 
residence in St. Petersburg, and was made an associate of the Academy of 
Sciences. In 1730 he became professor of physics, and in 1733 he succeeded his 
friend Daniel Bernoulli, who resigned on a plea of ill health. 

At the commencement of his astonishing career, he enriched the Academ- 
ical collection with many memoirs, which excited a noble emuLlation between him 
and the Bernouillis, though this did not in any way affect their friendship. It 
was at this time that he carried the initegral calculus to a higher degree of perfec- 
tion, invented the calculation of sines, reduced analytical operations to greater sim- 
plicity, and threw new light on nearly all parts of pure or abstract mathematics. 
In 1735, an astronomical problemn proposed by the Academy, for the solution of 
which several eminent mathematicians ha.d demanded several months' timle, was 
solved by Euler in three days with the aid of -imp-roved methods of his own, but 
the effort threw himi into a fever which endaingered hiis life anid deprived him of 
his right eye, his eyesight having been impaired by the severity of the climate. 
WVith still superior methods, this same problem was solved later by the illustriotus 
Germanl mathematician, Gauss. 

In 1741, at the request, or rather command, of Frederick the Great, he 
moved to Berlin, where he was made a member of the Academy of Sciences, anid 
Professor of Mathematics. He enriched the last volume of the Melanges or Mis- 
cellanies of Berlini, with five memoirs, and these were followed, with astonishing 
rapidity, by a great niumber of important researches, which were scattered 
throughout the annual memoirs of the Prussiain Academy. At the same timie, he 
conitinued his philosophical contributions to the Academy of St. Petersburg, 
which granited him a pension in 1742. 

The respect in which he was held by the Russianis wvas strikingly shown in 
1760, when a farm he occupied near Charlottenburg happened to be pillaged by 
the invading Russian army. On its being ascertained that the farmi belonged to 
Euler, the gen-eral imnmnediately ordered compensation to be paid, and the Empress 
Elizabeth sent an additional sum of four thousand crowns. The despotism 
of Anne I. caused Euler, who was a very timid man, to shrink from public 
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affairs, and to devote all his timie to scienice. After his call to Berlin, the Queen 
of Prussia who reeeived him kindly, wondered how so distinguished a scholar 
should be so timid alnd reticent. Euler replied, "Madam, it is because I come 
from a country where, when one speaks, one is hanged." 

In 1766, Euler, with difficulty, obtainied permission froin the King of 
Prussia to return to St. Petersburg, to which he had been originally called by 
Catherine II. Soon after returniing to St. Petersburg a cataract formed in his 
left eye, which ultimately deprived himn of sight, but this did not stop his won- 
derful literary productiveness, which continued for seventeell years-until the day 
of his death. It was ulnder these circumstances that he dictated to his amanuen- 
sis, a tailor's apprentice who was absolutely devoid of mathematical knowledge, 
his Anleiftung zur Alg,ebra, or Elements of Algebra, 1770, a work which, though 
purely elementary, displays the miathematical genius of its author, and is still 
considered onie of the best wvorks of its class. Euler was one of the very few 
great mathematicians who did not deem it. beneath the dignity of genius to give 
some attention to the recasting of elementary processes and the perfecting of ele- 
menitary text-books, and it is Inot improbable that mnoderi n-mathematics is as 
greatly inldebted to him for his work along this line as for his original creative 
work. 

Anrother task to which he set himself soon after returninlg to St. Peters- 
burg was th-e preparation of his Lettres 4 une Princesse d'Allemagne sur quelques 
sujects de Phyjsique, (3 vols. 1768-72)., These letters were written at the request 
of the princess of Aiihalt-Dessau, and contairn an admnirably clear exposition of the 
principal facts of mechanics, optics, acoustics, and physical astronorny. Theory, 
however, is frequienitly unsoundly applied in it, and it is to be observed general- 
ly that Euler's strength lay rather in pure than in applied mathematics. In 
1755, Euiler had been elected a foreigni mnember of the Academy of Scienices at 
Paris, and somrietime afterwards the academical prize was adjudged to three of 
his imemoirs Concerning the Inequalities in the MIotions of the Planets. The two 
prize-problenms proposed by the sarme Academy in 1770 and 1772 were designled 
to obtain a more perfect theory of the moon's motion. Euler, assisted by his 
eldest son, Johann Albert, was a competitor for these prizes and obtained both. 
In his second menmoir, he reserved for further consideration the several inequali- 
ties of the mooni's motion, which he could niot determiine in his first theory on 
account of the complicated calculations in which the method he then employed 
had enigaged him. He afterwvard reviewed his whole theory with the assistance 
of his son and Krafft anid Lexell, and pursued his researches until he had con- 
structed the niev tables, which appeared with the great work in 1772. Inistead 
of con fining himnself, as before, to the fruiitless integration of three differential 
equations of the second degree, which are furnished by mathematical principles, 
he reduLced the.m to three ordlinates which determine the place of the moon ; and 
he divides illto classes all the inequalities of that planet, as far as they depend 
either oni the elongation- of the sun and moon, or upon the eccentricity, or the 
parallax, or the inclinationl of the lunlar orbit. The inherent difficulties of this 
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task were immensely enhalnced by the fact that Euler was virtually blinid, and 
had to carry all the elaborate coinputations involved in his memory. A further 
difficulty arose from the burniing of hig house and the destruction of a greater 
part of his property in 1771. His manuscripts were fortunately preserved. His 
own life only was saved by the courage of a native of Basel, Peter Grimmon, who 
carried him out of the burning house. 

Some time after this, the celebrated Wenzell, by couching the cataract, 
restored his sight ; but a too harsh use of the recovered faculty, together with 
some carelessness on the part the surgeons, brought about a relapse. With the 
assistance of his solns, and of Krafft and Lexell, however, he continued his la- 
bors, neither the loss of his sight lnor the ilnfirmities of an advanced age being 
sufficient to check his activity. Having engaged to furnish the Academy of St. 
Petersburg with as mnany memoirs as would be sufficient to complete its acts for 
twenty years after his death, he in seven years transmitted to the Academy above 
seventy memoirs, and left above two hundred more. which were revised and 
completed by another hand. 

Euler's knowledge was more general than might have been expected in 
one who had pursued with such unremitting ardor, nmathemnatics and astronomy, 
as his favorite studies. He had made conisiderable progress in medicine, botany, 
and- chemistry, and he was an excellent classical scholar and extensively read in 
general literature. He could repeat the ?nied of Virgil from the beginninig to 
the end without hesitationi, and indicate the first and last line of every page of the 
edition which he used. But such lines from Virgil as, "The anchor drops, the 
rushing keel is staid," always suggested to him a problem and he could lnot help 
enquiring what would be the ship's motion in such a case. 

Euler's constitution was uncommonly vigorous and his general health was 
always good. He was enabled to continue his labors to the very close of his life 
so that it was said of him, that he ceased to calculate and to breath at nearly the 
same moment. His last subject of investigation was the motions of balloons, 
and the last subject on which he coniversed was the newly discovered planet 
Herschel. 

On the 18th of September, 1783, while he was amusing lhimself at tea with 
one of his grandchildren, he was struck with apoplexy, which terminated the il- 
lustrious career of this wolnderful genius, at the age of seventy-six. His works, 
if prinited in their completeniess, would occupy from 60 to 80 quarto volumes. 
However, no complete edition of Euler's writings has been published, though 
the work has been begun twice. 

He was simple, upright, affectionate, and had a strong religious faithl. 
His single and ulselfish devotion to the truth and his joy at the discoveries of 
science whether made by himself or others, were striking attributes of his char- 
acter. He was twice married, his secon-d wife being a half-sister of his first, and 
he had a numerous family, several of whom attained to distinction. His e"oge 
was written for the French Academy by Condorcet, and an account of his life, 
with a list of his works, was written by Von Fuss, the secretary of the Imperial 
Academy of St. Petersburg. 
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As has beeni said, Euler wvrote an immense number of Nvorks, chief 
of which are the following: Introductio in Analysiit infinitorum, 1748, which 
was intended to serve as an introduction to pure analytical mathematics. This 
work produced a revolution in analytical mathematics, as the subject of which 
it treated had hitherto niever been presented in so general and systematic a man- 
ner. The first part of the Anialysis Infiniitorum contailns the bulk of the matter 
which is to be found in miiodern text-books on algebra, theory of equations, and 
trigonometry. In the algebra, he paid particular attentioni to) the expansion of 
various functions in) series, and to the summation. of given series ; and pointed 
out explicitly that an inifinite series c-an not be safely employed in mathematical 
investigations unless it is conivergent. In trigononmetry, he initroduced (simul- 
taneouslv with Thomnas Simpsoni in England) the niow current abbreviations for 
trigonomnetric ftunctions, gnd sitnplified formula by the simnple expedient of des- 
ignating the angles of a triangle by A, B, C, and the opposite sides bv a, b, C. 
He also showed that the trigonometrical anid exponiential fuinctionis a-re coninect- 
ed by the the relation cos0+isinfl=ei0. Here too we mneet the symbol e ulsed to 
denote the base of the Naperian logarithm.s, namely the incommelistirable num- 
ber 2.7182818 . . . anid the symbol 7r used to denote the incommensurable number 
3.14159265 . . . The use of a sinLgle symnbol to denote the number 2.7182818 . 
seemes to be diue to Cotes, who denoted it by lf. Newton was prob-ably the 
first to emiploy the literal exponiential notation, anid Euler usinig the form a, 
had taken a as the base of aniy systeim of logarithms. It is probable that the 
choice of G for a particular base was deternmined by its being the vowvel conseciu- 
tive to a. or, still more probable because e is the initial of the word ei;ponent. 

Trhe use of a single synibol to denote 3.141.59265 . . . appears to have been 
initroduced by John Bournilli. who represented it by e. Euler in 17134 denoted 
it by p, and in a letter of 17136 in which he enunciated the theorem that the sum 
of the square of the reciprocals of the niatural nuimbers is 17zr32. he uses the letter 
c. Chlr. Goldbach in 1742 used 7r, anid after the publication of Euler's Anialysis, 
the sympol 7 was geniierally emploved, the choice of ^7 being determineid by the 
iniitial of the word, 7rrrpz0be prurI(-pCriphereia. 

Trhe seconid part of thie Analysi. Infinitonrum is onl analytical geometry. 
Euiler begiins this part by dividinig curves into algebraic and transeeendental, ancd 
establislhes a niumber of propositionis which are true for all algebraic curves. He 
then applied these to the general e(quation of the second degree in two dimen- 
sionis, showed that it represents tlhe va.rious conic sections, and deduces most of 
their properties from the general equation. lIe also considered the classification 
of cutbic, quartic, and other algebraic curves. He niext discussed the qluestion as 
to what surfaces are represented by the general eqjuation of the second degree in 
three dimensions, and how they inay be discriminated one from the other. Some 
of these sturfaces had not been previously inivestigated. In this work he also laid 
down the rules for the transformation of coordinates in space. Here also ve find 
the first tattempt to bring the curvature of surfaces within the domain of mathe- 
matics, and the first complete discussion of tortuous eurves. 
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In 1755 appeared Institttioned Calculi Difterentialis, to which the Analysis 
Infinitor'rna was intended as an introduction. This is the first text-book on the 
differential calculus which has any claim to be regarded as complete, and it may 
be said that most modern treatises on the suibject are based upon it. 

At the same time, the expositionl of the principles of the subject is often 
prolix and obscure, and sometimes iiot quite accuirate. 

Trhis series of works was completed by the publication in three volumnes in 
1768 to 1770 of the Institutiones Calculi Integralis, in which the results of sever- 
al of Euler's earlier memoirs oni the samne subjects and on differential equations 
are included. In this treatise as in the one on the differential calculus was sum- 
med up all that was at that timyie known on the subject. The beta and gamnma 
functions were invented by Euler, and are discussed here, buit only as methodcs 
of reduction and integration. His treatment of elliptic integrals is superficial. 
The classic problems on isoperimetrical curves, the brachistochrole in a resist- 
ing medium, and theory of geodesics had engaged Euler's attention at an early 
date, and the solving of which'led him to the calculus of variations. The general 
idea of this was laid down in his Crvmru?an MAoximi Mini7nive I)roprietate Gaud- 
entiumn Inventio Nova aec Fcilis, published in 1744, but the cornplete develop- 
ment of the new calcuilus was first effected by Lagrange in 173-9 Tr-he imethod 
used by Lagrange is described in Euler's integral calculuis, anid is the samile as 
that given in most mo dern text-books on the sutject. 

In 1770, Euiler published the Anlneitwvnq znr Ahgehrba. in twvo volumles. Trhle 
first volume treats of determiniate algebra. This work includes the proof of the 
binomial theorem for aniy index, which is still known by Euler's name. T'he 
proof, which is not accurate according to the modern views of infinite series, de- 
pends upon the prillciple of the permanence of equivalenit forms, and may be 
seen in C. Smith's 7ireatise ont Algebra, pages 38)6-7. Euler's proof ivith imnpor- 
tant additions due to Cauchy, mlav be seen in G. Chrystal's Algebra, Part II. 

It is a fact worthy of note that Euler made no attempt to investigate the 
convergency of the series, though he clearly recognized the necessity of consider- 
ing the convergency of infiinite series. While Euiler recognized the conivergency 
of series, his conclusions in reference to infiinite series are not alwavs sounid. I n 
his time no clear notion as to what constitutes -a convergent series existed, an(i 
the rigid treatmenit to wvhich infinite series are now subjected was undreamed of. 
Euler concluded that the sum of the oscillating series 1- 1 + 1-+ 1 - + . . . 
=-1, for the reason, that by stopping with an eveen number of terms th-e sumn is 

0, and by stoppinig wvith an odd number of terrns the stum is 1. Hence, tihe 
sum of the series is -J0? 1) l. Guido Grandi wenist so far as to conclude that 
1, -_o0+0o +0+0n . . The paper in vhich EIIler cauitions against divergent series 

contains the p)roof that . . . --, -1- 1 + i -- u + ;:...0. H is proof is Xas. 
1 1 + , i_t 1 + I, + 1 + H n p 

+ II,2..{ f 3 + ~ni nI 1a 
i-tsx } q, 92O '. t7- I )1.- I -R 

--0. Euler had( no hesitation in wIritig I - + 5-- 7 -- . . . (). .and lie eon 
fidently believed t hat sin0-2sin2(P+3sin' 0-. .-. 

A retmarkable development, due to Euler. is wvihat lhe named the' hiper- 
geometrical series, the sumnimationi of which he observed to be dlepenl(ent upo0 
the integration of linear differential equations of the second or(ler, but it renmain- 
ed for Gauss to poinit out that for special valties of the letters. tilis series repre- 
senited nearly all the functions then knowxn. lBy givinig the factors 6141 x 7i004 I1 
of the nurnber 22n+1 -4294967297 whlen v.-r5, lhe pointed olut thle ftact that this 
expression did niot always represent prilnes, as was supposed by Fermat. 

The sources frormj which this biographv has been obtainied are Catijori's and 
Ball's Histor?y of [(lthern(Iti/cs, and the lcy?/clopelrd , ihfrO-ia ona. 
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